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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, attention is focused on the problem of 
scattering of a Gaussian beam from an amy  of parallel circular 
cylinders. The cylinders are made of homogeneous, isotropic 
diel& material, perfectly conducting material, or combination. 
An iterative scattering technique is developed to evaluate both the 
near and far field components. The iterative technique starts with 
exact series representation of the initial scattered fields from each 
cylinder due to the incident Gaussian beam. Then, the sum of the 
initial scattered fields from all cylinders is considered to be an 
incident wave on each individual cylinder. Additional scatrexed 
field contribution is then obtained and successive Scanering can 
take place until the boundary conditions on the surface of every 
cylinder are satisfied. Transverse electric (TE) and transverse 
magnetic 0 polarized waves are considexed and the effects of 
the incident beam parameters on the far scattered field pattern are 
investigated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of scattering of an incident plane wave or a 
line source field from an array of parallel circular cylinders is 
extensively studied. However for pracfical applications and 
experimental conditions, a bounded incident beam rather than the 
infinitely extended or omni-directional cylindsical waves should be 
considered. Furthermore, bounded in~dent  beams may help in 
obtaining a method for radar detection of a low altitude aircraft, 
evaluating the scattering of television signals from power 
transmission hes  and buildings, focusing the primary field of 
reflector antennas in order to reduce edge diffraction aud spill over 
and other applications. 

The scattering from multiple circular cylinders has already 
received great attention in the past decades. Different techniques 
were developed for plane wave or line sou~ce excitations. Among 
those methods are the integral equation formulation, partial 
differential equation formulation, and hybrid technique, which 
combines the partial differeatial equation mihod or surface 
integral equation method with the eigenfunction expansion method 
[1-7]. However, in most of the previous work the cylinders are 

assumed to be geometrically identical or made of the same 
material. Few investigations have dealt with the combined 
dielecmc/conducting circular cylinders with plane wave excitation 
18,91. 

In this paper, an iterative solution for the scattered field 
from M diffexent parallel circular cylinders is derived. The 
cylinders are characterized by a f b i m  physical paramem and 
are excited by an incident Gaussian beam. In response to this 
incident wave, a scattered field is induced from each cylinder, 
which is referred to as the initial order scattered field. The initial 
order scattered fie3ds from ~ - 1  cylinders is then considered as an 
incident wave on the remaining cylinder. Thus a second order 
scattered field can be generated. This procedure can be repeated 
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for each individual cylinder. In each order of interaction between 
the cylinders, the appropriate boundary conditions are satisfied on 
the surface of each cylinder. 

11. TM POLARIZED WAVE 

(a) Field Components 
An array of circular dielectric cylinders is assumed to be 

paraUel to each other and to the z axis of the cylidrical coordinate 
system (p,d,z), as shown in Fig. 1. The source of excitation is 
located along the negative x-axis at a distance xo from the origin 
and is assumed to be a Gaussian beam of the form 

E?(-xg) = E,e-bY (1) 

where B2 is a complex number and 1/ 1 B I corresponds to the 
incident wave beam width. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the cylinders and the incident wave. 

For a TM polarized incident wave, the governing equation 
for the incident electric field component is given in the Cartesian 
coordinate system by 

where the wave number is defined by h2=~p,-,eo, while o is the 
angUiar frequency, % and €0 are the permeability and Permittivity 
of free space, respect~vdy. In order to solve (2), one can use the 
following inverse Fourier integral [10,11] 
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where the spectrum amplitude E&) is represented by taking the 
Fourier transform of the beam soufce as follows 

Substituting (1) into (4) and (3), we get 

and in cylindrical coordinates 

with 

For the i* cylinder, the scattered electric field component can be 
expressed as, - 

E ~ P , , ~ J  = E o C  c i  &%,,PP (8) 

while the electric field component inside the cylinder is given by 

,=-- 

0 

E:(P&J = E , X  b3JkipJpi (9) 
a=- 

where C: and &: are unknown expansion coefficients. The 
corresponding magnetic field components along the 4 direction 
can be obtained using the relation 

(b) Solution Of The Expansion Coefzifients 
On the surface of each cylinder the tangential components 

of both electric and magnetic fields must be continuous. Thus for 
the i* cylinder, we have 

where ui is the radius of the z& cylinder. 
Since the incident field (6) is based on the global 

coordinates while the scattered and internal fields associated with 
the ia cylinder are based on its local coordinates, an additional 
theorem for the Bessel function should be used to transfer b m  the 
global CoordiMteS to the local coordinates of the Z~ cylinda. The 
transformation from the $b coordinates to coordinates of the 
Bessel function is given by 
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where (p ',,$ I )  and (p I,+ ') are the origins of the $b and p* 
coordinates system, res&ti&y. me bun- conditions for the 
z* cylinder can then be written in the following form, 

j-,A, Jm(&u,)Jm,(ki,p~)?%-i(n-nM~ 

4 4  

- .. 
m-- 

where ?,.=/=, c(,., €,. are the relative permeability and 
permittivity of cylinder j , respectively. Equations (16) and (17) 
are then solved for the initial expansion coefficients, i.e., 

where 

0 

G&;,d+') = j-"A a J en (kpi)e-"-aM: (20) 
.I-- 

The initial scattered field from all cylinders can then be 
obtained by using (8). For the second order scatted fields, the 
incident electric field component on the z* cylinder is given by 

(21) 
Y -  

= E o E  c i  @ ) ( % p p  
j-1 I--- 
j*i  

III order to apply the boundary conditions on the surface of the P 
cylinder, the addition theorem for the Hankel functions [8] is used 
to transfer the scattered fields to the 1oca1 coordinate of the 
cylinder. Thus we have, 



where the superscript 1 in the unknown expansion coefficients 
denotes the first order of interaction. The solutions for the first 
interaction expansion coefficients are thus given 'by 

With the expansion coefficients CA and b i ,  one can proceed to 
find the coefficients of the second order of interaction. It is 
possible to write a recurrence relation where the coefficients in the 
p* interaction depends only on the coefficients of the @I)* 
interaction, i.e. 

where 

[CP1 = 

[TJ = 

-N N 
T.-Ni * . . . . . .  TGi' v' 

. . . .  . ?in. * 

. . . . . . . .  
e * -? .  . . . . .  

and p=2,3,... . The matrix [n is a square with diagonal sub- 
matrices [o] while the sub-marrim [Z'J are not necessary square 
specially if the radii of the cylinders are not identical or if 
combination of different cylindexs are used. The inside unknown 
coefficients can also be w&en in a ma& form as follows 

where 

[RJ = 

while the corresponding component inside the z@' cylinder is 

where N is the number of interactions. The far scattered field 
pattern can be obtained after using the well k.nown far field 
approximatons, i.e., 

(37) 

with 
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where p(0 )  is the normalized far scattered field. 

IIl. TEPOLARIZED WAVE 

5 -  

The solution for a TE incident wave can be obtained by 
using the duality principle. That is by simply replacing qli by 
1/,,~ in the solution for the TM incident wave. t 

f 

+ o  

* o f %  
+ * ? ! a  t ! P @  

IV. PLANE WAVE EXCITATION 

The special case of an incident plane wave can be obtained 
from the present analysis by simply setting the value of f l  to 0. 
This is equivalent to an infinitely wide Gaussian beam for which 
the amplitude of the expansion coefficients A, approach unity. 

v. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

As a numerical example, consider the geometry of three 
conducting cylinders and two dielectric cylinders (%=a as shown 
in Fig. 2. The distance between the centers of the cylinders is 
.75X, and the radius of each cylinder is .1X and the dielectric 
cylinders are at the edges of the linear amy. The far scanered 
field pattem due to a Th4 incident Gaussian beam at xo=lX for 
different values of f l  is shown in Fig. 2. Noticeable changes in the 
pattern are observed when the incident wave changes from 
Gaussian beam to plane wave. However the phase Variations in the 
Gaussian beam wavefront did not affect the patkm significantly. 

IE,SI 
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Fig. 2. Far scamxed field patkm of an amy  of five cylinders. 

One should point out that these pattems are computed after 
10 interactions between the cylinders. The number of the 
necessary interactions is determined based on an error criterion 
implemented in the computer code. That is the percentage m r  
of the root mean square value of the difference between the 
tangential field components computed on the surface of one of the 
cylinders which should not exceed .5%. Figure 3 shows the error 
in EL on the boundary of the top dielemic cylindex versus p. 
More results showing the effects of the Gaussian beam parameters 
on the far and near fields will be presented at the meeting. 
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Fig. 3. Error in E, versus p on the boundary of the top cylinder. 
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